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Examples of Grain Growth Simulations

• a single phase

• multiple grains
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Outline

- Introduction to the Multi-Phase-Field Method

- How to simulate isothermal grain growth

- How to introduce grain orientation / misorientation

- Numerical parameters and accuracy
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Multi-Phase-Field Method (  Multi-”Grain-Field” Method )

Set of ”grain-fields” :                                                      Interface regions:ϕ{α}=ϕα=1..ν

where/when grain α is present  ϕα റ𝑥, t = 𝟏

where/when grain α is absent     ϕα റ𝑥, t = 𝟎
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Multi-Phase-Field Method (Free Energy Functional)

bulk contributions           + interface contributions
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Free energy:

TotalFreeEnergy = σα [ Fractionα ∙ FreeEnergyα ] + σαβ [ InterfaceAreaαβ ∙ InterfaceEnergyαβ ]
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Multi-Phase-Field Method (Kinetic Equations)

Relaxation towards minimum of free energy

ሶϕα(x, t)  = 

β≠α
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ϕ δF
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−
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multi-phase relaxations approach           derivatives of bulk energy    derivatives of interface energy

velocity = mobility  (− capillarity force + junction forces) vn =  M (-   + J )
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Further information on MPF-Modelling 

Generalized field method for multiphase transformations using interface fields

I Steinbach, F. A Pezzolla, Physica D: Nonlinear Phenomena 134(4), 385–393 (1999).

Multiphase-field approach for multicomponent alloys with extrapolation scheme for 

numerical application 

J Eiken, B Böttger, I Steinbach, Physical review E 73 (6), 066122 (2006)

A phase-field model for technical alloy solidification

J Eiken, Thesis, Shaker Verlag (2009)
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Outline

- Introduction to the Multi-Phase-Field Method

- How to simulate isothermal grain growth

- How to introduce grain orientation /misorientation

- Numerical parameters and accuracy
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How to simulate isothermal Grain Growth using Micress®

Temperature Solver

Multicomponent Diffusion Solver

Multi-Phase-Field Solver

Nucleation Model
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How to simulate isothermal Grain Growth using Micress®

Temperature Solver

Multicomponent Diffusion Solver

Multi-Phase-Field Solver

Nucleation Model

Multi-Phase-Field Solver

ሶϕα(x,t) = Σβ Mαβ
ϕ

− σαβKαβ+ Jαβγ

# Model
# =====
# Type of coupling?
# Options:  phase  concentration temperature ..
phase
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Temperature Solver

Multi-Phase-Field Solver

Nucleation Model

# Process Conditions 
#===============
# Initial temperature at the bottom?  (real) [K] 
900.
# Temperature gradient in z-direction?  [K/cm] 
0.0
# Cooling rate? [K/s]
0.0

Multi-Phase-Field Solver

ሶϕα(x,t) = Σβ Mαβ
ϕ

− σαβKαβ+ Jαβγ

How to simulate isothermal Grain Growth using Micress®

# Model
# =====
# Type of coupling?
# Options:  phase  concentration temperature ..
phase
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Multi-Phase-Field Solver

Nucleation Model

# Data for further nucleation
# ====================
# Enable further nucleation?
# Options:     nucleation       no_nucleation
no_nucleation

Multi-Phase-Field Solver

ሶϕα(x,t) = Σβ Mαβ
ϕ

− σαβKαβ+ Jαβγ

How to simulate isothermal Grain Growth using Micress®

# Initial Microstructure
# =================
# Type of grain positioning?
# Options: deterministic   random  from_file
….

described in tutorial 

“Initial Microstructures”
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Multi-Phase-Field Solver

ሶϕα(x,t) = Σβ M𝛂𝛃
𝛟

− σ𝛂𝛃Kαβ+ Jαβγ

How to simulate isothermal Grain Growth using Micress®

 curvature driven motion

 junction angles

vα =  Mα (- α α + Jα )



α α
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Multi-Phase-Field Solver

ሶϕα(x,t) = Σβ M𝛂𝛃
𝛟

− σ𝛂𝛃Kαβ+ Jαβγ

How to simulate isothermal Grain Growth using Micress®

 curvature driven motion

 junction angles

vα =  Mα (- α α + Jα )



α α

interfacial energy

interfacial mobility
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Definition of Interfacial Energies and Mobilities

# Phase interactions
# ==============
# ….
# 1 (SOLID)  /  1 (SOLID)
# -----------------------------------------
# Simulation of interaction between 1 (SOLID) and 1 (SOLID)? 
# Options: phase_interaction no_phase_interaction … 
# [standard | particle_pinning[_temperature] | solute_drag] |  no_junction_force | junction_force ]
phase_interaction
# Type of interfacial energy definition between 1 (SOLID) and 1 (SOLID)?
#     [max. value for num. interface stabilisation [J/cm**2]] 
# Options:  constant  temp_dependent
constant
# Interfacial energy between 1 (SOLID) and 1 (SOLID  [J/cm**2]?
#     [max. value for num. interface stabilisation [J/cm**2]]
5.E-05
# Type of mobility definition between 1 (SOLID) and 1 (SOLID)?
# Options:  constant  temp_dependent
constant
# Kinetic coefficient mu between 1 (SOLID) and 1 (SOLID) [cm**4/(Js)]?
5.E-03
#
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Micress®: Ideal Grain Growth Simulation (3D)

t = 0s: 8000 grains t = 200s: 4225 grains t = 1600s: 305 grains
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Evolution of Grain Size

(r0 = 12.7µm, t0 = 150s, A = 0.85 µm2/s)

analytical growth law:

2
00

2 r)tt(Ar 

impact of domain boundaries

for small numbers of grains

N0 = 8000

N0 = 3200

N0 = 400

Parameter study: 

Different initial numbers of grains N0
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Tabulated average grain data *TabK

average radius    grain density     number of grains             .. for each time step 

tabulated average

grain data *.TabK
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Tabulated grain data *TabGD

area,    perimeter,     curvature,      nb and  list of neighbours for each individual grain

tabulated grain data

*.TabGD

at each time step 
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Most important field output

x grains
x interfaces

x orientations
x phases

(initially 160 grains)
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Outline

- Introduction to the Multi-Phase-Field Method

- How to simulate isothermal grain growth

- How to introduce grain orientation /misorientation

- Numerical parameters and accuracy
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Definition of Grain Orientations

x

z

Grain orientations :

Relative rotation of the

local grain coord-system

with reference to the

global coord-system.

Local grain coord-systems

are related to the crystal lattice.
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x

z

Because of crystal symmetry

some orientations may be equivalent:

Micress® evaluates equivalent

orientations or misorientations

with lowest angle.

cubic

Consideration of Crystal Symmetry
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Definition of Misorientation between Neighbouring Grains

Misorientation is defined as

relative rotation between two

local grain coord-systems:

z
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How to Input Grain Orientations in Micress®?

# Phase Properties
# -------------------------
# ….
# Is phase  1 (FCC) anisotropic ?
# Optionen: isotropic  anisotropic  faceted_a faceted_b faceted[_c]  antifaceted
anisotropic
# Crystal symmetry of phase  1 (FCC) ?
# Options:   none  cubic  hexagonal  tetragonal  orthorhombic
cubic

# Input for grain type 1
# ----------------------------
# ….
# Determination of grain orientations?
# Options:   fix   random    random_z range    [step between random values in degrees]
random

1.) Define phase as anisotropic

2.) Assign orientations to grains
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Consideration of Misorientation

# Phase interactions
# ==============
phase_interaction
# Type of interfacial energy definition between 1 (FCC) and 1 (FCC)?
#     [max. value for num. interface stabilisation [J/cm**2]] 
# Options:  constant  temp_dependent
constant
# Interfacial energy between 1 (FCC) and 1 (FCC  [J/cm**2]?
#     [max. value for num. interface stabilisation [J/cm**2]]
5.E-05
# Type of mobility definition between 1 (FCC) and 1 (FCC)?
# Options:  constant  temp_dependent
constant
# Kinetic coefficient mu between 1 (FCC) and 1 (FCC) [cm**4/(Js)]?
5.E-03
# Shall misorientation be considered?
# Options:   misorientation    no_misorientation
#           [low_angle_limit (degrees)] default:15    [special_orient (nb)]no_misorientation
no_misorientation

All interfaces are defined equal.
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Consideration of Misorientation

# Phase interactions
# ==============
phase_interaction
# Type of interfacial energy definition between 1 (FCC) and 1 (FCC)?
#     [max. value for num. interface stabilisation [J/cm**2]] 
# Options:  constant  temp_dependent
constant
# Interfacial energy between 1 (FCC) and 1 (FCC  [J/cm**2]?
#     [max. value for num. interface stabilisation [J/cm**2]]
5.E-05
# Type of mobility definition between 1 (FCC) and 1 (FCC)?
# Options:  constant  temp_dependent
constant
# Kinetic coefficient mu between 1 (FCC) and 1 (FCC) [cm**4/(Js)]?
5.E-03
# Shall misorientation be considered?
# Options:   misorientation    no_misorientation
#           [low_angle_limit (degrees)] default:15    [special_orient (nb)]no_misorientation
misorientation

Interfacial energy and mobility depend on grain misorientation.
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Misorientation Dependence of Grain Boundary Energy

Low Angle Grain Boundary

• low energy

• increasing

High Angle Grain Boundary

• high energy

• constant

approx. 15°

Grain boundary energy

misorientation angle

LAGB     HAGB
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Misorientation Dependence of Grain Boundary Mobility

Low Angle Grain Boundary

• low mobilty

• constant/increasing

High Angle Grain Boundary

• high mobility

• constant

misorientation angle

Grain boundary mobility

LAGB     HAGB

approx. 15°
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Read-Shockley / Humphreys Model

Read-Shockley

(energy)

Humphreys

(mobility)

Low Angle Grain Boundary High Angle Grain Boundary

“min. reduction”

value
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# Phase interactions
# ==============
# ….
# Shall misorientation be considered?
# Options:   misorientation    no_misorientation
#           [low_angle_limit (degrees)] default:15    [special_orient (nb)]

misorientation

# Modification of interfacial energy for low angle boundaries

# Options:  factor   read-shockley

read-shockley

# Modification of the mobility for low angle boundaries

# Options:  factor   humphreys [min_reduction + parameters B and N

#                         (default: min_reduction=0. B=5.0 N=4.0)]

humphreys 0.05

#
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# Phase interactions
# ==============
# ….
# Shall misorientation be considered?
# Options:   misorientation    no_misorientation
#           [low_angle_limit (degrees)] default:15    [special_orient (nb)]

misorientation

# Modification of interfacial energy for low angle boundaries

# Options:  factor   read-shockley

read-shockley

# Modification of the mobility for low angle boundaries

# Options:  factor   humphreys [min_reduction + parameters B and N

#                         (default: min_reduction=0. B=5.0 N=4.0)]

humphreys 0.05

#
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Misorientation Dependence of Grain Boundary Energy

low angle boundaries

< ca. 15°

LAGB

high angle boundaries

> ca. 15°

HAGB
»15°

g
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special orientation

relations (OR) 

30° <111>

misorientation angle
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Effect of LAGBs on grain growth (1000 grains)

normal grain growth Read-Shockley Read-Shockley, Humphreys 

simulation 1                                  simulation 2 simulation 3
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normal grain growth Read-Shockley Read-Shockley, Humphreys 

Effect of LAGBs on grain growth (1000 grains)

simulation 1                                  simulation 2 simulation 3
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Outline

- Introduction to the Multi-Phase-Field Method

- How to simulate isothermal grain growth

- How to introduce grain orientation /misorientation

- Numerical parameters and accuracy
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Important numerical parameters

#
# Numerical parameters
# =================
#
# Phase field solver
# ------------------------
…    
# Number of steps to adjust profiles of
#  initially sharp interfaces?
50
#
# Type of potential?
# Options:  double_obstacle multi_obstacle [no_fd_correction | fd_correction]
multi_obstacle fd_correction
# Phase minimum?
1.E-04
# Interface thickness (in cells)?
4
#



x


diffuse interface profile
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Benchmark: Directional Shrinking

stationary shape steady-state velocity

analytical solution

(folder : /Examples/Benchmark/)

𝐯𝐧 = 𝛔 𝛋(𝒙, 𝒕)

vx =M σ
θ

a

a
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Benchmark: Junction Force Balance

 cos2 )60(
3

1




Young‘s law:

45° 75°

the “multi-obstacle” potential

allows for correct treatment

of junctions with unequal energies
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Benchmark: Impact of Number of Interface Cells

mμ2x 

,cells120x400

2
mJ5.0




114
sJmm.50
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analytical solution

without FD correction

FD correction

x/ 

a
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v

number of interface cells  

v
Θ
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Accuracy of Micress®

Discussion of the Accuracy of the Multi-Phase-Field Approach to Simulate Grain Growth 

with Anisotropic Grain Boundary Properties

J Eiken, ISIJ International 60 (8), 1832-1834 (2020)

Numerical solution of the phase-field equation with minimized discretization error

J Eiken, IOP Conference Series Materials Science and Engineering 33, 012105 (2012)

The Finite Phase-Field Method-A Numerical Diffuse Interface Approach for Microstructure 

Simulation with Minimized Discretization Error

J Eiken, MRS Online Proceedings Library Archive 1369 (2011)

a series of fundamental benchmark examples can be found

../Workspace/Examples/Benchmark/
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End of Tutorial “Grain growth

Challenge: Grain Growth (Conditions and Misorientation)


